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Spring begins to unfold - end of the wormhole crossing of the first Aquarius peak wave - 

beginning 26/12/3 end 24/1/4   

With today a radical shift occurs, supported by the first new moon of a new decade in year 4 (CEST 

22.42.09h - 4°21'). It carries not only the qualities of the present lunar inner cycle but also the Aquarian 

energy of the whole year of 4. 

The peaks of this moon inner energy are found in the mental and emotional spheres - nervous tension 

charges in interactions (relationships) resulting in explosions / inner supernovas. Be ready for radical 

shift/change. 

An intensification of the fiery manifestation code, the initiated star code* 4444* already lets the end of 

the tunnel be illuminated. Seen in a higher context, 2020/4 is universal love. 

***The actual projection of living information units / star codes are sentient and tactile packages of 

conceptual communication, expressed in energetic frequency*** 

The spark of God, your reality, your seed, the root of your being experiences a quantum leap in its 

epigenetic germination. A decisive dynamic for the higher vision, which was always available but 

could not be fully recalled in your consciousness.   

The linear times of the frozen eons are over. 

+++Panta Rhei, everything is in flux so the new cycle is assigned to water, heaven's oceans, seas, 

lakes, meanders and their connections in and between bodies+++ 

The breakthrough has been achieved in the initiated process of merging 3D and modern 5D. Your 

greatest hurdles of drama, suffering, misunderstandings are now behind you. Are you ready to stretch 

yourself far beyond the challenges - your embodiment begins.  



The flooding of the cosmic and ethical source-coding elixir initiated with today guarantees universal 

order.    

+++A higher vision of the awakened heart goes online+++ 

+++The crystalline elixir creates a spiral vortex in the same+++ 

+++Calibration happens in the systemic transformation of the energy organs/chakras 1 to 4+++ 

+++Parallel shifts each matrix and your cell structure and tares into the new equilibrium - 

integrates new fuel to nourish the new embodiment, the new matter+++  

+++ Streams through all interstellar space, all omniverses, ultimately within yourself+++ 

All the faculties of your soul, in which the entire heritage of the species resides, have taught you to 

perceive, explore and study your inner world in order to let evolution progress. 

The practice in this phase is devotion, trust with increased vision and knowledge.  

There is currently an atmospheric instability, tightly intertwined with the airy house of Aquarius and 

the hard house of Capricorn, in interaction with the intense flow channel of the cosmos, an opportunity 

to redefine ourselves and our perception of reality in accordance with our highest version.    

Whatever you perceive on the outside simply reflects and awakens an even deeper conversation within 

you.  

When unexpected scenarios arise that catch your attention, it is an opportunity to wander inward 

through the heart to see exactly what is being activated.  

The practice in this phase is devotion, trust and elevated vision.  

If a state of discomfort, injury or frustration - cumulative since the beginning of the year - practice 

forgiveness and surrender to release anchored patterns, built structures from your embodiment.  

By wandering through your sensitivities/injuries/open wounds, you expand the personal lens of your 

story to view with the Argus eyes of an eagle. This perspective enables you to find divine wisdom and 

its interaction. Wisdom that integrates the heart and body in the mind, which again triggers 

hypertransformation.  Suffering, drama and misunderstandings of the old identity, the old way of being 

strips off its embodiment, revealing the new radiant crystalline tissue of the awakened heart and its 

higher consciousness. 

+++It is as if you are doing time jumps - jumping forward and backward in the present in a space 

capsule - so many, sometimes too many, events in quick succession as if three quarters of the year were 

already behind you+++ 

This space (next 21 days) in which we find ourselves requires the devotion of the ego to listen from 

here, where personal assumptions or goals have no place.   You are not the executor, even in this 

radical process of self-realization.  It is not the space to recognize personal importance, but to ignite the 

divine spark within you that ignites your Christian self, that unveils the cosmic self and merges with 

creation with the whole heart of your sound. 

This particular phase is not a logically linear process brought about by a straight line or personal 

agenda of the mental body. It is an organic, mirrored flowing unfolding of the plan of creation, the 

principle of Unity Consciousness/Christ Consciousness (which contains the principles of love) that 

goes up and goes online. 

ATTENTION - Your choice of how you choose to weave your sound into the foundation of the new 

decade of this world in the Present Phase is the status quo for the personal direction of your self - 

simply flowing or against the cosmic current. 

***Qawaq - Panta Rhei*** 

J.A. 
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MahaJyoti Vision 
 

Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 
www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 
and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 
 

Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 
to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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